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GLEASON PARTS AND CERTAIN COUNTEREXAMPLES

IN THE BIG DISC CONTEXT

J. P. MILASZEWICZ

ABSTRACT.   In the first part of this paper, Lemmas   (1.1) and  (1.4)

provide a generalization of the fact that no Cauchy measures exist in the

big disc.   In the second part we show that this fact implies the existence

of the H. Bohr and J. Favard counterexamples concerning harmonic and

analytic almost periodic functions.

Introduction. It is well known and easy to prove that in the big disc

there are many Gleason parts out of the Silov boundary of the big disc alge-

bra. Our aim in this note is to show how this fact implies (i) there are har-

monic almost periodic functions in a half-plane such that their harmonic con-

jugates are not almost periodic in any strictly contained half-plane (see [6,

Chapitre III, §47]), and (ii) there are analytic almost periodic functions in

a strip with no Laurent decomposition (see  [5, p. 278]).

1.   Gleason parts and uniform approximation.   We say that A  is a uni-

form algebra over the compact space  X if  (i) A C C(X) and it is closed in

the uniform convergence topology,   (ii) A  separates the points of  X and

contains the constant functions.  We denote the spectrum of A  by Sp(A).

If x, y e Sp04), ||x - y\\  will be the norm of x - y as an element of the dual

space of A.   If x £ Sp(A) we write A    =\f € A: f(x) = 0\, f being the Gel-

fand transform of /.   If m £ M(X) = ¡bounded measures on X\, m  is the mea-

sure defined by m(f) = mif )   (the conjugate measure).   If x e Sp(A),   K    is

the set of representing measures for x.   If m £ M(X) we write  m ï A  when

m  is orthogonal to A.

(1.1)   Lemma.   Let  A  be'a uniform algebra over  X and x, y eSp(A).

The following are equivalent:

(i)    ¡l*-y||=2;
(ii)    1 e Closure of (Ax + A   ) = Cl (Ax + A   ) (A    = \f : / £ A   }).

Proof.    (ii)--=»(i).   Let/    £A     and g    £A     be such that /    + e    con-
' n x °n y ' n      ° n
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verges uniformly to  1.   Suppose that   ||x - y|| < 2;  then there exist  mx and

772  , representing measures of x and y respectively and c > 0 such that

(a) c-1772   < m   < cm   (see [4]).   As  (l - / ) 1 g    in L  (m  ) we have
y -     je —

Jiw„-«j2^y = Jiwj2<*»y +Jki dm
y

k    converges to zero as  72 tends to infinity; hence, /    and gn converge in

L2(??2  ) to 1  and  0 respectively.   This implies, because of (a), that the

same occurs in L  (m  ).   On the other hand, by simple conjugation, we can

obtain that g    converges to  1   in  L  (m  )„   This contradiction implies  (i).

(i)=>(ii).   Suppose  72 1 (A    + A  ); we want to show that tz 1 1.   If n =

n   + n'   is the generalized Lebesgue decomposition of 72 with respect to

K    (see [7, Chapter II, Corollary 7.5]),   the abstract F. and M. Riesz theo-

rem (see  [7, Chapter II, Corollary 7.9]) gives us that n   i Ax and n's 1 A;

hence

(b) n(l) = n(X) =   ( dn = nx(l).

We recall that 72    is absolutely continuous with respect to some  772    in K

and that there exists a Borel set E    such that ttz (E  ) = 0 whenever 772    £
X XX X

K    and  ||«' || (X - E  ) = 0.   Because of (i), E    can be chosen in such a way

that  772  (X - E  ) = 0 for every  m     in  K  .   (See  {7, Chapter VI, Theorem 2.2].)

Consider n'   and  K    and proceed in the same way as with 72;  i.e., 72' =

72+72    is the Lebesgue decomposition of 72'   with respect to  K  , E   CE

is such that  ||t2  || (X - E ) = 0, m (E ) = 0 whenever 772    e K    and n   1 A.
m  511 y y    y y        y s

Now we have

(c) Q = n's(l)=ny(l) = ns(l).

Consider ñ = ñ    + n'   (here  n1  =ñ   + ñ  );  n    is concentrated in  E ' =
y x s y

E   U (X - E  ) and 772 (E   ) = 0 whenever m    e K  ; we have also that ñ    isy x y     y y y y

absolutely continuous with respect to some  772    e K  .   Thus,  ñ = ñ   + n '   is' _ y       y y

the Lebesgue decomposition of ñ with respect to  K ; as  ñ 1 A    we get

that  72' 1 A (F. and M. Riesz theorem).   This remark and  (c) imply that  72  (1)

= 0; going back to (b) we reach the conclusion.

(1.2)   Corollary.   Let- A  be a Dirichlet algebra;   x, yeSp(A).   Then

\\x — y|| =2  iff A    + A     is dense in C(X).

In all that follows we shall use the notations concerning the big disc as

in [10]; in particular,  Y will indicate the dual group of any dense subgroup
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G  of the real numbers, when G   is endowed with the discrete topology.

(1.3)   Corollary.   Let  A  be the big disc albegra and 0 < r < 1;  there

does not exist  m'_   £ M(Y) such that

Í    \x\        \J      s-  „\AX\   Vx<o,
m \x) = < x e G.

0 Vx>0,

Proof.   Suppose that such an  m'   exists; then, m' 1  A.  and  m' 1 A .

Because of  (1.1) we must have that  m'(l)= 0 which is a contradiction.

Remark. Were G the set of rational integers, measures like m' in (1.3)

would exist; explicitly, m' is the Cauchy kernel c id) =(2i7)-1(l - re~l )_1,

(0 e [0, 277)).

Corollary  (1.3) is a particular case of Theorem  (6.4) in  [lO] and it

will be the sole fact used in the second part of this note.   As the final re-

sult of this section we give a generalization of Theorem  (6.4) in  [lOj.

(1.4)   Lemma.    Let  A  be a Dirichlet algebra, x £ Sp (A) and m     its

representing measure.    If n LA     and there exists a real measure  m £ M(X),

m mutually singular with m  , such that  m(f ) = nif ) whenever f £ A,  then

w(l) = 0.

Proof.   It is not difficult to check that

in + w)ig) = im + mil)mx)ig)      Vg  £ Re(A)

so that  n + n = m + m(l)m  .

Let  n = hm    + n    be the Lebesgue decomposition of  n with respect to

mx;  hence  n + ñ = 2Re hm   + (n    + «   ) is the Lebesgue decomposition of

n + ñ with respect to  m  .   As  m  is singular with respect to  m    we get that

m = n^ + ñ  ;  on the other hand, because of the F. and M. Riesz theorem (see

[7, Chapter II, Corollary 7.9]), we have that n  1 A  so that  0 = n  (1) + ñ (1)

= to(1) = ra(l).

2.   Some consequences in the big disc.   In L2(r) we have the Hubert

conjugation operator defined by  Hif) = 2 /(x)sgn(x)x.   (Here  x  is the char-

acter associated to x.)   H is an isometry because of PlancherePs theorem.

If  0 < r < 1,  mr will denote the representing measure of r  (see   [lO]);  recall

that mrix) = rlx! V x e G.   Fixing r we can define a new operator on L2iY)

by convolution with m , namely Sif) = Hif) * m .   If we were dealing with
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the little disc, it would be easy to see that S(f) is a continuous function in

the unit circle; we shall show that it is not the case in our context, even

when / is continuous, i.e., there exist continuous functions / in l   such

that S(f) is not.   Consider lHD and define  i: L!(D-»L°°(D* by i(f)(g) =

Jfgdm Vg e L°° (m is normalized Haar measure).   Define  z  : L  (D—>M(T)

analogously.   It is a well-known fact that  i and  z.   preserve the norms.

(2.1)   Theorem.    There exists f 6 C(T) such that  S(f) 4 L°°(r).

Proof.   Suppose that S(f) e L^ÍH V/ £ C(T); we have then a new oper-

ator T defined on C(T) with range in L°*(r).   Let us prove that T is con-

tinuous when C(r) and L°°(D have the essential supremum norm; for this

we apply the closed graph theorem.   Let /    converge uniformly to / (f , f £

C(D) and T(f ) converge to g  in L^QT); clearly, we have that /    conver-

ges to / in L  (I-1) and  T(f ) = S(f ) converges to S(f) = T(f) (S being con-

tinuous on L2(D).   Hence g = S(f) = T(f).

Consider now the dual mapping  T* between the dual spaces; it is a

simple verification that T*(i(f)) = z (7*(/))V/ £ C(F).   This implies that the

restriction of T* to  i(L  (V)) has its image in z',(L  (IT)); as  i and  i.   are

isometries we have then a bounded operator  T.: L  (r)—>L  (V).

As   T.(f *g) = (T.(f)) *g whenever / and g are in C(T), the same holds

when / and g ate in L  (T).   Such an operator is necessarily the convolu-

tion with a measure  72.   But then

rx x(0) = rx     ii x > 0,

?(*) = 0 x £G,

r\x\ if  x < 0,

i ^
so that the measure   m' = 2~   (m   + n ) produces  a contradiction with (1.3).

In all that follows we use the definitions and results concerning almost

periodic  (a.p.) functions as stated in [3].

In [2] the big disc algebra associated to G is identified isometrically

with the algebra of continuous bounded  a.p. functions in  P = \Rew > 0¡,

analytic in iRei^ > 0|   and whose exponents lie in G;  in the same way it is

possible to identify C(T) with the space of a.p. functions in the imaginary

axis or with the space of continuous bounded  a.p.  functions in  P,  harmonic

in its interior;  it is not difficult to prove that if  u  is a harmonic bounded

function in a vertical strip and v  is its harmonic conjugate, then if v  is

bounded on one vertical line contained in the strip,    v must be bounded on

every other vertical line of the strip.   With these remarks the meaning of
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(2.1) is (i) in the introduction. Explicitly, there exists a continuous bound-

ed a.p. function in P, harmonic in ¡Rew > OS such that its harmonic conju-

gate is not a.p. (not even bounded) in any proper half-plane  \Re w > k > 0}.

Our aim now is to prove  (ii) in the introduction.   Let  S  be the algebra

of continuous bounded  a.p.  functions in  Í0< Rei* < l},  analytic in the in-

terior of the strip.   We call A     the algebra of continuous bounded a.p.  func-

tions in \Rew > Oi, analytic in \Rew > 0\; A1   is the algebra of continuous

bounded  a.p.  functions in  \Rew < 1S,  analytic in its interior and vanishing

at infinity.

The algebra  B  can be identified with the algebra  £¡G   in  [12, Example

5]  (here  G = R) and its Silov boundary is   Y Ue~   Y.   If/eß  we write /

for the corresponding function in  Br.   We recall that for / in B, we have

associated to it a formal Dirichlet development (see  [3]) which we write as

/M~   Z  fix)e~xw +  Z   fix)e-\x\w.
x>0 x<0

The numbers  f(x) are the Fourier coefficients of the restriction of  /   to Y.

(2.2) Theorem.    There exists f in B  suchthat  2  >Qfix)e~xw   is not

the Dirichlet series of a function in A   .

Proof.   Suppose that it is not the case; we have then that whenever / is

in ß,  it can be written as the sum of two functions, one in A    and another

in A j.    As this decomposition is unique we have a linear isomorphism be-

tween B and A j x A   .   On the other hand, all the spaces involved are Ban-

ach spaces with respect to uniform convergence; thus, we can make the car-

tesian product Ax x Aj  into a Banach space by defining   ||(/, g)|| = ||/|| + ||g||.

The open mapping theorem implies that there exists a constant  k such that

(d) if /=/,+/?  C/j  €Avj\ £A°),then   \\f,\\ + ||/°|i < A||/||.

Consider the linear functional  L  on B defined by   Lif) - f J\2~ ); it is contin-

uous because of (d).   Consider now   1 > r > 0 and the restriction of / to

\0<Rew<r\

l/1(2-1)| <\\fL\\ < suPf|/j(w)|: Rew>Ol+sup{|/°(w)|: Re w < 1 j.

Calling fliw) = f]irw) and f°-riw) = / °irw)   we get

\f¿2'l)\ < ||/r,|| + B/?-1 <k\\f\ + /?•! =*supi|/M|: Rew<r\.

Letting now r tend to  0 we obtain  (/ is uniformly a.p.  in the strip)
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|/1(2-1)| = |L(/)| < ¿sup{|/(zy)|}=£sup||/U)|: a £ r|.
-

This permits us to define a new continuous functional L     on the restriction

of B  to r,  and then extend it to a continuous functional on  C(D.   It is

clear that

T\      \ (e      >      if x > 0,

Í0 if x < 0,

and this leads to a contradiction with (1.3).
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